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ATTORNEY GENERAL’S COMMENTS 

Comes now the intervenor, the Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, by 

and through his Office of Rate Intervention (hereinafter the “Attorney GeneraI”), and tenders the 

following comments in the above-styled matter. 

I. Introduction 

As part of Section 50 of House Bill 1, enacted by the General Assembly during its 2007 

special session, the Public Service Commission was directed to examine and make 

recommendations to the Legislative Research Commission (“LRC”) in regard to four issues 

contained within Section 50 of the 2007 Energy Act. These issues are as follows: 

1. Eliminating impediments to the consideration and adoption by utilities of cost- 

effective demand-side management strategies for addressing future demand prior to 

Commission consideration of any proposal for increasing generation capacity; 

2. Encouraging diversification of utility energy portfolios through the use of renewables, 

and distributed generation; 

3 .  Incorporating full-cost accounting that considers and requires comparison of life- 

cycle energy, economic, public health, and environmental costs of various strategies 

for meeting future energy demand; and, 



4. Modifymg rate structures and cost recovery to better align the financial interests of 

the utility with the goals of achieving energy efficiency and lowest life-cycle energy 

costs to all classes of ratepayers. 

To facilitate this task, the Commission retained an expert consultant to assist in 

performing the investigation and the evaluation of the data gathered from participants. The 

consultant sought information from the various stakeholders which included the six (6 )  electric 

jurisdictional utilities consisting of Louisville Gas and Electric, Kentucky Utilities, Duke Energy 

Kentucky, Kentucky Power Company, Big Rivers Electric Corporation and East Kentucky 

Power Cooperative. The Office of the Attorney General was also made a party and, in addition, 

the following groups also petitioned for intenention and were granted full intervenor status in 

the case: 1) Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc., 2) the Sierra Club, 3 )  the Association 

for Community Ministries, People Organized and Working for E.nergy Reform, 4) Kentucky 

Association for Community Action, and 5) Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, 

Bourbon, Harrison and Nicholas Counties, Inc. 

E.vidence was gathered from the participants in the form of data requests to the parties 

along with participant interviews and pre-filed testimony. The consultant has submitted a written 

report of its findings and recommendations and will provide assistance to the Commission in 

preparing its final report to the LRC. A public hearing on the matter is scheduled for April 30th, 

2008 at the Cornmission. 

The final report to the LRC is to he submitted by the Commission by July 1,2008. 

11. Attornev General Comments 

The Attorney General has reviewed the record including the consultant’s report and its 

recommendations. The Attorney General provides the following comments to address the 
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recommendations of the consultant which should serve as the foundation for any decision by the 

Commission. These comments, however, should not be interpreted by any party as a statement of 

the Attorney General’s opinion as to whether the Cominission has the authority to implement any 

of the recommendations ahsent specific statutory authority. 

Recommendation No. 1 

In order to properly consider and develop policies, practicer and program adopted by the 
Comnzissioit f i .01~ recoinmendatioiis contained in this report, inputfioin non-utility stalceholders, 
as well as the utilitie,s .should be solicited, This input may be developed,fionz worlcslzops 
sponsored by the Commission Stag or more formal proceedings, as the Commission d e e m  
appropriate. ‘ 

The Attorney General offers no comment regarding this recommendation other than to 

say that this proceeding is indicative of the Commission’s attempt to gather input from the 

various stakeholders prior to the issuance of a final report to the legislative research commission. 

Recommendation No. 2 

Tlze Coinmission should develop a set ofstandards,for how to evaluate the benefits ofproposed 
DSMprogranzs. Such standards should broadly specifi the range of benefits to be recognized 
and the appropriate analytical approackes,fir ei~aluatingfitture benefits. The standards should 
recognize the variety of beizejts created by DSM, while also aclmowledgilig that DSM cannot be 
substituted, for power plant developnzent on an inidifereiitiated basis. The standards should 
require the development and application of screening niodels sophisticated enough to 
systematically compare and contrast the relative attractiveness of alternative DSM options in 
dgereiit settings.? 

The Attorney General agrees with the recommendation. 

Recommendation No. 3 

The Commission .sliould develop or adopt recognized measurement and verification guidelines, 
so that actual re,sults of DSMprograms can be iiideperidently assessed and validated. In order to 
legitimize program continuation, DSMprogram benefits should be linked to measured amd 
verified achieveinents, as initch as  practically possible? 

’ Report of Overland Consulting. p 42 
Rcpoll ol Overland Consulting. p 53 
Report of Overland Consulting, p 53 
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The Attorney General strongly agrees with the recommendation and suggests that the 

Commission also consider whether the use of “engineered savings” by utilities in evaluating 

program impacts is appropriate. “Engineered savings” are derived from the use of statistical 

estimates of savings based on the measure employed and an estimate of its impact on the energy 

consumption of a participant. From recent DSM applications, it appears that many of the 

jurisdictional utilities are relying nearly exclusively upon the use of engineered savings to justify 

their recovery of funds. 

Jurisdictional utilities have claimed that to require engineered savings be verified using 

actual results, as measured at the participants electric meter, would be burdensome, expensive, 

and unreliable. They claim that savings may not be r’eadily apparent due to the fact that a 

participant may add new appliances or devices during the evaluation period or that consumption 

may vary due to other factors. However, utilities already possess historical usage information on 

the majority of their customers. This information could be used to correct for any large, 

abnormal variations in consumption. Further, such abnormalities could even be discounted 

entirely if a large enough sample is utilized. As has been seen from recent applications, the 

utilities and their evaluation vendors are quite adept at the development of customer surveys to 

estimate engineered savings. In fact, one recent application purported to estimate the number of 

hours a CFL would be in use by participants on average based on the participants’ responses to a 

survey question. It would seem that the addition of a few simple questions relating to the 

purchase or use of a new appliance by the participant would overcome any concerns of the 

utilities. The Attorney General notes that actual results must also be used as part of any 

evaluation as this is the only reliable way to verify that claimed savings bear some reasonable 

relationship to the savings actually received by participants, who are funding these programs. 
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The Attorney General maintains that at least 5% of participants in any program should be subject 

to verification using actual results. 

Finally, the Commission should adopt standards for utility companies to use in evaluating 

vendors offering measurement and verification services to utilities. A list of “approved vendors” 

of such services supplied from the utilities could then be maintained by the Commission. Such a 

list would ensure that evaluations were being performed uniformly by such vendors and lend 

confidence that results were accurately, fairly and consistently reported. 

Recommendation No. 4 

The KPSCslzould consider the need to revise the DSMstatute to expre.s,sly aicthorize the KPSC to 
act 011 it,s own iizitiative or direction to investigate and direct utilities to iinplenientpar.ticiclar 
DSMprograms, the costs of which would be recovered by the ~ u r c h a r g e , ~  

The Attorney General interprets this recommendation to also include the specification of 

standard DSM programs which would share the same, or substantially similar, program design 

and recovery mechanisms. With that understanding, the Attorney General agrees with this 

recommendation. While some DSM programs offered by individual utilities are tailored to fit the 

specific needs of their demographic areas, there are programs that are common enough within 

and among the industry to warrant the Commission to order their implementation across all the 

jurisdictional utilities. Specific examples would include weatherization services, home audits, 

and electrical control of condensing units and/or water heaters in load shedding programs. 

Programs such are these are typically offered by all the jurisdictional utilities and the public 

would benefit from the implementation by the PSC of program standards which would ensure 

that consistent services are offered by utilities throughout the state. Additionally, such 

Rcpon of Overland Consulung, p 54 
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standardization would also assist in the evaluation of program results with the addition of 

standardized reporting requirements. 

Recornmendation No. 5 

Rii1e.s governiizg indirstrial custonrer exclusion fionz DSM program participation should be 
clarified, standardized, and uiziforinly applied. It is important that custoniers who seek to opt-out 
oftlie DSMprogram make a showing of their own energy eficieizcy eflorts, before they are 
allowed ~ J Z  exemption fiom the DSMsurcharge and relatedprogranis..s 

The Attorney General agrees with this recommendation. Although, there are some large 

industrial customers who are currently very focused on their energy consumption and take 

appropriate steps to employ energy saving measures in their manufacturing processes, a 

reporting requirement to verify that exclusion from the DSM tariff is appropriate and should 

cause little inconvenience to these customers. Given that roughly half of the electricity consumed 

in the state is by industrial customers, to exclude the entire class based on the activities of a few 

makes little sense. The same reasons which justiQ the inclusion of all residential customers 

within the DSM tariff also apply in the case of industrial customers and the inclusion of 

industrial customers would add to efforts to reduce energy consumption statewide. There appears 

to be no reasonable basis for their continued exclusion. While the elimination of the statutory 

exclusion is the prerogative of the legislature, the Commission should consider whether the 

exclusion for industrial customers be re-examined. 

Recommendation No. 6 

As new DSMprograms are brought before the Comniissioit that clearly reduce system cos& it 
should consider (f such programs should be more properly allocated to all jurisdictional 
customers ' 

Report of Overland Consulting, p 56 
' Rep011 of Overland Consulting, p 51 
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The Attorney General agrees with the recommendation 

Recommendation No. 7 

Greater efforts should be made to make utility custonier,s aware of energy conservation and DSM 
programs. Additional utility resources should be committed to customer education programs 
sponsorvd by the utilities or independent thirdparties. Tlie U S C  may also release public 
information communications that ,support energy efficiency programs. ’ 

The Attorney General interprets this recommendation to suggest that additional efforts be 

made to inform the general public about the various DSM programs and services offered by the 

jurisdictional utilities and the program benefits to participants. With that understanding, he 

generally supports the recommendation. However, these efforts should be targeted to increase 

enrollment in specific programs. “Generic” messages which encourage energy conservation but 

do not relate to a specific program, are not appropriate uses of ratepayer funds. 

Recommendation No. 8 

Assuming that proper utility incentives and recovery mechanism are in place, utilities should 
coiisider proi~idiizg or e.xpaizding rebates or financingprograins to support customer investment 
in energy efficiency and DSMprograms; especially those that are likely to reduce peak demand. 
A set ofpre-approved techizology types may be promoted to customers through education and 
incentives showing the expected payback characteristics f i r  each technology.8 

The Attorney General believes that the use of customer incentives should be carefully 

considered prior to approval by the Commission. While incentives may be appropriate as part of 

a specific DSM program, the use of incentives should be examined to determine whether the 

incentive plays any part in encouraging customer participation in an individual program and the 

appropriate amount of any incentive to be offered. Because incentives are financed through 

money collected from ratepayers, the Commission should be cautious and ensure that such 

’ Report ol Ovcrlnnd Consulting, p 57 
Repon 01 Ovcrland Consulting, p 58 
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incentives are properly and reasonably used by any specific program. Further, any programs 

offered should be made available equally to all members of the class from which the funds are 

collected. 

Recommendation No. 9 

Tlie Conimi,ssion slioiild consider tlie need to revise tlie current DSM applicatioii and approval 
psocess to accelerate the psocedural timelilie,forpsojects below a dejned,fiindiiig level. Tlie 
.standasd of review for niodijkations to crirreiit programs. osprograins iinder a specified budget 
anioicnt, should be fiirthes streamlined to accommodate iiicseased participant interest in 
successjii~ psograms. 

The Attorney General disagrees with this recommendation as his office believes it is not 

necessary given the fact that the Commission has great latitude in setting the procedural schedule 

for any specific filing 

Recommendation No. 10 

The KPSC may wish to consider whetlier to recommend an RPS target to tlie Genesal Assembly, 
consi.stent with siniilar initiatiws in inany other states., cfit does so, we recommend that the 
tasget be voluntaiy, providing financial incentives for Kentucky utilities who choose to comply 
Tlie target must be reali.stic and co,st effective in light ofKentucky geological constraints, with a 
range ojperliaps 5 to 10% of energy senled, gsadiiated to ,2020 lo 

The Attorney General takes no position on this recommendation because nearly all of the 

jurisdictional utilities are already pursuing RPS options on their own accord. Therefore, with the 

suggested recommendation merely advocating a voluntary RPS target, it does not appear that any 

action is necessary at this time. 

9 Report of Overland Consulting, p 58 
l o  Report of Overland Consulting. p 69 
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Recommendation No. 11 

The Contmis.sion should consider the need to provide for fast track applications for  small-scule 
generation, porsibly nr; part of a more formalized Standard ?fir Contract process, 

The Attorney General has no coinment on this recommendation. 

Recommendation No. 12 

To properly compensate utilities for increased renewables project ri,sks, and to attract utility 
coinntitments to these investments, the Commissioii should consider allowing a I erniiim of up to 
300 basis points o i w  the latest authorized rate of return for these investments. R -  

The Attorney General does not agree with the recommendation. While there are risks 

associated with investment in renewable energy sources, the risks associated with conventional 

generation sources are rapidly increasing. In light of these increasing risks, the jurisdictional 

utilities are already pursuing renewable projects without the need for further incentives or 

premiums. The Attorney General strongly supports renewables and is open to discussion on the 

means by which to accomplish investment in same. 

Recommendation No. 13 

One ofthe solutions to the renewable nzarlretpriciiigproblem could be a KPSC requirement for 
utilities to use an RFPprocess for all resources, based on IRP, or just renewables, where the 
contracts signed with the winners would include a capacity coinponelit in the remuneration.” 

The Attorney General has no comment on this recommendation. 

Recommendation No. 14 

Uniyorm standurds, at least by utility, far net metering and interconnection shoirld be developed, 
as set,forth in a tariff Current limits on technology restrictions should be reconsidered, as well 
us liriiits on total participation ie ids  Finally, current limits on generating capacity should also 

I’ Repon oiOverland Consulting, p 70 
Report of Overland Consulting, p 71 
Repon of Overland Consulting, p 72 
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be relaxed to facilitate the potential for development of distributed generation projects, sizing 
projects appropriate to each technology '' 

From the responses of the utilities to the data requests and as noted within the report, it 
appears that there is little or no customer participation andlor interest at this time. Therefore, the 
Attorney General offers no comment on this recommendation 

Recommendation No. 15 

We do not believe that Commission responsibility for statewide planning is either practical or 
particularly beneficial, given the reality that utilities, regulated or not, do not engage in 
Kentuclty-kvel system planning that would necessarily result in an,y joint development or 
operation of generation resources.'.' 

The Attorney General agrees with this recommendation 

Recommendation No. 16 

The current statute defining the CPCNprocess shoiild be modified to require the consideration 
of demand and slipply-side alternatives including; IPP and mercl~antpower options; energy 
efficiency and DSMprogranis. and renewable alternatives I 6  

The Attorney General agrees with the recommendation 

Recommendation No. 17 

Until such time as anticipated federal legislation is formally enacted addressing carbon emission 
standards, utility IRP and CPCNJilings shoiild provide best available estimates of expected 
carbon impacts iii jiistfiirig resource selections among portfolio options. l7 

The Attorney General agrees with the recommendation 

Recommendation No. 18 

Utilities should be required to file avoided cost data (not less than annually), snbject to the 
review and approval ofthe Commission. Consideration ofenergy eflcieiicy and DSMprograms, 
as well as renewables projects, shoiild be measwed against the appropriate avoided costs 

' I  Report of Overtand Consulting. p 73 
I s  Repon of Overland Consulting. p 83 '' Report of Overland Consulting. p 84 

Repon of Overland Consulting, p 94 
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Programs that reliabl I educe peak load should be evaluated against the avoided cost of both 
demand and energy. ,sy I 

The Attorney General agrees with the recommendation 

Recommendation No. 19 

The Conimissioii should not require the recognition ofeiiviroizmental or public health 
externalities in the IRP or certificate rocesse,s, unless it finds it appropriate to specifically 
direct a utility (or utilities) to do so ,B 

The Attorney General agrees with the recommendation and notes that any recognition of 

environmental 01 public health externalities would need to account for both societal costs and 

benefits. As these costs and benefits are difficult to determine with any precision, they are 

properly excluded from consideration 

Recommendation No. 20 

Assuming that the r e s ih  ofcirrre)itpilotprogranis are positive, TOU rates and RTP should be 
more broadly applied to industrial custoiiiers iit the firticre "' 

While the Attorney General supports the recommendation, his office reserves the right to 

object to any specific proposal or program offered by any jurisdictional utility 

Recommendation No. 21 

The current DSMSurcharge inechani,sni should be modified Utility expenditures (capital, and 
operating costs related to the period ojthe prograni) should be capitalized, with amortization 
based on the estimatedperiod ofprogram benefits. Uti1itie.s should be allowed a minimum return 
of1 00 bp higher than the most recent authorized rate of return iii the utility's Ia.st rate 
proceedings. Utilities should be allowed to receive additional incentives based on the actual 
benefits achieved relative to appropriate target,s from energy eficieiicy and DSMprograms. 
Assuming that prograni targets are met, these incentives should provide a reasonable 
opportunity to earn a graduated return of zip to 300 bp over the niinimum premium. based on 
results. 2' 

'li Repon of Overland Consulting, p 96 
l9 Repon 01 Overland Consulling. p 96 
20 
21 

Repon of Overland Consulting. p 105 
Repon of Overland Consulting, p 106 
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The Attorney General does not agree with the recommendation. The current method 

reflects more of a “pay-as-you-go” type system with a true-up period utilizing review by the 

Commission of program performance and expenditures. This review ensures that programs are 

cost effective, expenditures are reasonable and prudent and that programs are meeting their 

performance targets Based on the level and scope of DSM programs currently offered and 

proposed by the jurisdictional utilities, it does not appear that any change in this method is 

necessary, Under the cunent method, utilities already receive an incentive under the existing 

statute that is appropriate and which has encouraged DSM program development and 

implementation. DSM funds are collected from customers, there are no utility funds invested. 

Therefore, there is no need to use additional premiums or incentives over and above the most 

recently authorized rate of return of a utility 

Recommendation No. 22 

The DSM statute and advertising regulation should be modij?ed to provide explicit authority for 
advertising costs associated with DSMand energy eficiency program T%e advertising 
regulation .should be amended with regard to its definition of ‘>rornotional advertising ” to 
eliminate poteiitial conjlicts witli the promotion ofenergy eficient equipment; prograrnniable 
tIzermo.stats; smart metering devices; etc.” 

The Attorney General does not agree with the recommendation as his office does not believe that 
a conflict exists. The Attorney General refers to his comments regarding Recommendation No. 7 ,  

Recommendation No. 23 

A new surcharge should be created to include and accelerate expenditures associated witli 
efficiency iinproveinent,s in utility generatioiz facilities. The rate of return 011 Coininissioiz 
approvedprojects should be .50 bp higher than the n m t  recent azitliorized return in the ittilily’s 
rate 

Repon of Overland Consulting. p 107 
Repon of Overland Consulting. p 108 
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The Attorney General disagrees with the recommendation. The jurisdictional utilities 

already have incentives to increase efficiency levels in their generation facilities as part of the 

general rate-making process. If a company increases its operational efficiencies, then they may 

experience returns in excess of their authorized rate of return. This opportunity is already 

available to the utilities. The incentive as proposed does not appear necessary: however, the 

Attorney General is open to modification to ensure these incentives continue. Additionally, as 

argued by the Attorney General in other matters, an explicit grant statutory power would be 

necessary to implement the recommendation. Such statutory power is not currently within the 

purview of the Commission. 

Recommendation No. 24 

All regulated Kentuclv utilities should be required to develop and offer a “Green Energy” 
optional tarixfir  their residential customers. 24 

The Attorney General notes that the report indicates that the jurisdictional utilities either 

already offer a version of the recommended tariff or are considering one in the near future. While 

the Commission should encourage the voluntary implementation of a “Green Energy” tariff, the 

Attorney General would recommend the Commission defer to the individual utility and allow 

them to determine whether a “Green Energy” tariff would be appropriate to offer their 

customers. 

Recommendation No. 25 

The Commission should provide for additional staffing, and relevant training, necessaiy to 
support increased activities associated with IRP, DSM? Environmental Surcharge, Cert@cate, 
and other filings The Staf additions would also monitor federal and state energy legislation, 

Report of Overland Consulting, p 109 24 
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indu.stry research and programs, and Kentucky regulated utility parent-company activities. Sta 
resources may need to be fiather supplemented to ,support irzcreasing requireinent,s over time. 2 4 

The Attorney General defers to the Commission on any such need. 

Recommendation No. 26 

Tlie General Assembly should consider explicit support of these Commission initiatives to,fiirther 
encourage the utility industiy response, and to limit financial risks associated with these utility 
comniitineizts. 26 

The Attorney General maintains that certain initiatives should be supported but not all as 
recommended by the consultant’s report. Thus, he can not agree with the recommendation as 
worded.. Moreover, the recommendation appears to ignore the financial consequences to the 
ratepayers. The financial impact on the ratepayers must likewise be considered with any 
initiative. 

Recommendation No. 27 

In support oftlie development ofSection 50 objectives, the General Assembly may wish to work 
with utilities in developing securitization bond firnding in support of qualifiing 
conservation imwstnients and environmental mandates, including advanced-coal technologies, 
Access to capital at a reduced cost will help bring these programs to,fi.uition on a more 
econontic basi.s, and will result in lo~ier  energy rates.27 

The Attorney General agrees with the recommendation. 

Recommendation No. 28 

An,ypotential customer increase in rates due to programs effective on or afier January I ,  2009, 
which are recowrable by operation ofthe proposed surcliarge,s contnined in this report, should 
be considered in light ofotlier co.st increases in base rates, FAC, or other charges. Ifthe 
Commission finds it appropriate to do so, it inay inlpose a rate cap on these co,st,c,for a 
particular period or periods. Approved costri, if any, that exceed the rate cap should be defirred 
, for.future recovery, including appropriate cariying costs, ” 

The Attorney General would agree with the implementation of a true rate cap, however, 

his office would not support the deferral of any uncollected, approved costs (including carrying 

Repon of Overland Consulting, p I IO 
Report ol Overland Consulting. p I12 
Rep017 of Overland Consulting, p I13 
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costs) to a later time. 

Wherefore, the Attorney General tenders his comments and requests the Commission to 

incorporate them into its decision in this matter. 

Respectfully submitted, 

JACK CONWAY 
ATTORNEY GENERA OF KENTIJCKY ,ml 
~ E N N I S  HOWARD II 
PAUL D. ADAMS 
ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL 
OFFICE OF RATE INTERVENTION 
1024 CAPITAL CENTER DR. STE. 200 

(502) 696-5453 

Dennis.Howard0.ag.Iw. gov 
Paul.Ad~ns~ag.lcv.eov 

FRANKFORT, KY 4060 1-8204 

FAX: (502) 573-8315 

Report of Ovcrland Consulting, p I13 IS 
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